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On this document please find a cursory review of maps put on display by the Peoples Maps Commission. I am not doing

an in-depth dive into the maps at this time for 2 reasons:

1) As you know, the Commission omitted the Voting Rights Act from its criteria. And in the drawing of their maps it

appears this cornerstone of American civil rights was simply ignored. No plan that ignores the VRA with only a

vague promise to get to it later can be taken seriously.

2) The maps, which were drawn in secret, are presented to the public on a flawed application called Districtr. As a

result, the public cannot ascertain performance on certain criteria outlined by the Commission (such as

compactness).

All three Commission plans decimate Milwaukee’s minority districts

The federal courts in 2012 approved and/or drew 6 African American assembly districts and 1 Latino district (a second

district became majority voting-age Latino over the course of the decade). They also maintained 2 African American

senate districts that had been created by the courts in 1992 and preserved by the courts in 2002.

The plans put forward by the Commission obliterate these districts.

2 of the plans eliminate one of the Latino districts, reduces the African American assembly districts from 6 to 4, and

eliminates one of the two African American senate districts. The third plan actually eliminates both African American

senate districts.

They may try to assert that they will “fix it later”, but that will require an entire re-draw of Milwaukee. The reason for this

is their majority-minority assembly districts do not aggregate into proper majority-minority senate districts. Therefore,

nearly the entire county has to be redrawn. In other words, the Commission does not have a real map for Milwaukee

County for us or the public to evaluate.



Number of Voting-Age Majority Districts

African American    African American Latino
Assembly Senate Assembly

Current Law 6 2 2

Commission map 1 4 1 1

Commission map 2 4 1 1

Commission map 3 4 0 1

How do the maps meet the criteria laid out by the Commission?

Preservation of political boundaries and communities of interest ranked very high on the Commission’s criteria. They

appear to have ignored their own criteria.

Although the Commission fails to provide a tool for the public to identify and tally municipal splits, I was able to simply

look at the map and count them. Below are the tallies for map 1:

Split Municipalities

Current Law 71

Common Sense Plan 35

Commission 94

This extreme level of community splitting cannot be explained by low deviation. This Commission map has a total

deviation of 1.8%. By contrast one map submitted to the Legislative website has a total deviation of 0.75% but only has

28 municipal splits. The CS plan has a total deviation of 3.6%. Finally, the current map was put into place with a lower

deviation than the commission and a much lower number of splits. Note: All these deviations are well under the limits

established by the courts.



Communities of Interest

It’s not surprising that a map drawn (in secret) by a professor in Massachusetts would not be sensitive to communities of

interest in Wisconsin.

Just one example is the fact that the Commission divides the Oneida Tribal Nation into two districts.

In summary, it is hard to take their maps seriously when they ignore their own criteria and ignore one of the foundational

civil rights laws of the nation.


